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ABSTRACT
We present weak lensing (WL) mass constraints for a sample of massive galaxy clusters
detected by the South Pole Telescope (SPT) via the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (SZE).
We use griz imaging data obtained from the Science Verification (SV) phase of the
Dark Energy Survey (DES) to fit the WL shear signal of 33 clusters in the redshift
range 0.25 ≤ z ≤ 0.8 with NFW profiles and to constrain a four-parameter SPT mass-
observable relation. To account for biases in WL masses, we introduce a WL mass to
true mass scaling relation described by a mean bias and an intrinsic, log-normal scatter.
We allow for correlated scatter within the WL and SZE mass-observable relations and
use simulations to constrain priors on nuisance parameters related to bias and scatter
from WL. We constrain the normalization of the ζ −M500 relation, ASZ = 12.0+2.6−6.7
when using a prior on the mass slope BSZ from the latest SPT cluster cosmology
analysis. Without this prior, we recover ASZ = 10.8
+2.3
−5.2 and BSZ = 1.30
+0.22
−0.44. Results
in both cases imply lower cluster masses than measured in previous work with and
without WL, although the uncertainties are large. The WL derived value of BSZ is
≈ 20% lower than the value preferred by the most recent SPT cluster cosmology
analysis. The method demonstrated in this work is designed to constrain cluster masses
and cosmological parameters simultaneously and will form the basis for subsequent
studies that employ the full SPT cluster sample together with the DES data.
Key words: cosmology: observations – galaxies: clusters: general – gravitational
lensing: weak
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1 INTRODUCTION
Clusters of galaxies are the most massive collapsed objects in
the Universe. Their abundance as a function of cluster mass
and redshift is sensitive to the underlying cosmology and
depends on both the expansion history of the Universe and
c© 2018 The Authors
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the process of structure formation (Henry & Arnaud 1991;
White et al. 1993; Haiman et al. 2001). The main methods for
identifying galaxy clusters include X-ray emission from the
hot (T ≈ 108 K) intra-cluster medium (ICM; e.g., Edge et al.
1990), spatial overdensities of galaxies (e.g., Abell 1958), and
the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZE; Sunyaev & Zeldovich
1972). The SZE results from the inverse Compton scattering
of background Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) pho-
tons by energetic electrons in the ICM. Although number
counts of galaxy clusters constitute a powerful cosmological
probe that is complementary to other probes (e.g., Vikhlinin
et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016), there are
two major obstacles for a cosmological analysis that need to
be overcome.
The first obstacle is a precise understanding of the se-
lection function. The interpretation of number counts is
limited by the knowledge of completeness and contamination
of the cluster sample to relate observed number counts to
the underlying true distribution that is predicted by cosmo-
logical theories. The South Pole Telescope (hereafter SPT;
Carlstrom et al. 2011) cluster sample has a very clean, uni-
form and well understood selection function that corresponds
approximately to a mass selection that is almost redshift in-
dependent above redshifts z ∼ 0.25. The 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ
survey is of sufficient depth to allow one to construct an
approximately mass-limited sample of galaxy clusters above
a lower limit of M500,c ≈ 3 × 1014M1 out to the highest
redshifts where these systems exist (z ∼ 1.7) (Bleem et al.
2015). It has been demonstrated that cluster high frequency
radio galaxies, whose emission could mask the SZE decre-
ment, have only a modest impact on the completeness of SZE
selected galaxy cluster samples (Gupta et al. 2017), and the
contamination is well described simply by noise fluctuations
arising from Gaussian noise in the SPT maps (Song et al.
2012; Bleem et al. 2015). The SPT SZE cluster selection
therefore emphasizes the high-mass and high-redshift part
of the mass function, which is of particular interest for cos-
mological studies (see Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Benson et al.
2013a; Reichardt et al. 2013; Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan
et al. 2016).
The second obstacle is measuring the cluster masses.
Samples of galaxy clusters can be constructed using observ-
ables (e.g., X-ray luminosity or in the case of SPT the signif-
icance of the SZE detection), which often also serve as mass
proxies. These mass proxies often depend on the morpho-
logical state of the galaxy cluster and their scaling to total
mass is not clear a-priori, leading to systematic uncertainties
in mass determination. To avoid biases arising from these
uncertainties, the mass-observable scaling relations need to
be calibrated against a low bias observable. Because weak
lensing (WL) is sensitive to the projected mass density, it
is well suited for this task. In the context of SZE selected
cluster samples, a number of studies have tested the SZE
based mass estimates against the WL derived masses (e.g.,
Gruen et al. 2014; von der Linden et al. 2014; Israel et al.
2014; Hoekstra et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2016). These anal-
1 M500,c denotes the mass inclosed by a sphere (radius r500,c)
where the enclosed mean density is 500 times the critical density
of the Universe. For convenience we also refer to these quantities
as r500 and M500 in the following.
yses were in part motivated by an apparent tension between
cosmological constraints based on Planck CMB anisotropy
and those based on galaxy clusters (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016a,b, respectively).
To properly address the WL-calibrated SZE observable-
mass scaling relation out to intermediate redshifts with a
large sample of clusters, one needs a wide-field imaging survey
of sufficient image quality over a part of the sky imaged by
an SZE survey. For this purpose, we present results from
the Dark Energy Survey (hereafter DES; DES Collaboration
2005). DES is a large grizY band imaging survey covering a
total area of 5,000 deg2 in the southern sky. It is estimated
to yield about 300 million galaxies up to z = 1.4 when
complete. The regular observations started in Fall 2013 and
are planned to continue for five years. The quality and depth
of the DES data are superior to any other preceding survey of
similarly large footprint, in particular the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS). Prior to the main survey, a smaller area was
observed to approximately full survey depth. The ∼200 deg2
with science quality imaging from this Science Verification
(SV) period were meant as a testbed for the main survey.
Because DES has by design almost complete overlap with
the area observed by SPT, it is a natural choice for a weak
lensing analysis of large samples of intermediate redshift
SPT selected clusters where individual follow-up on larger
ground or space-based telescopes would be too costly. To
demonstrate the utility of DES for this task, we present a
first weak lensing analysis of SPT selected galaxy clusters in
the DES SV footprint.
Melchior et al. (2015) demonstrated the suitability of
DES data for cluster weak lensing using a sample of four very
massive galaxy clusters and a precursor pipeline of the regular
DES data processing software. A subsequent work (Melchior
et al. 2017) measured stacked shear profiles for a large sample
of optically selected clusters. In this work, we will extend the
WL analysis of individual clusters to higher redshifts and
lower masses using the regular DES pipelines and data taken
in regular survey mode observations. As our main goal, we
will use the individual shear profiles to calibrate the mass-
observable relation for SPT selected clusters of galaxies. Our
method allows us to simultaneously constrain cosmological
parameters and mass-observable relation parameters in a
self-consistent way and can be used for larger samples of
SPT selected clusters to this end.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give
an overview of the DES and SPT observations as well as
the associated shear catalogs and cluster sample used in this
analysis. Section 3 contains a description of the measurement
of the cluster shear profiles together with the corrections
we apply and tests we carry out to ensure robustness. In
Section 4 we present results of our efforts to constrain the
SZE observable mass scaling relation using the shear profiles
from the previous section. We review our conclusions in
Section 5.
Unless otherwise stated, we use a flat ΛCDM cosmology
with a matter density parameter Ωm = 0.3089 and a Hub-
ble parameter H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1 with h = 0.6774,
which are values extracted from a CMB analysis (TT, TE,
and EE power spectra, combined with lowP and lensing) in
combination with external constraints from baryon acous-
tic oscillations, the JLA supernova sample, and H0 (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016a).
MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2018)
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Figure 1. Ratio of Jackknife errors to intrinsic shape noise (taken
to be 0.243) for the tangential shear. Each line represents an
individual cluster in our sample. ngmix is shown in solid blue lines,
im3shape in red dashed lines.
2 DATA
We provide a short overview of the entire DES program and
then describe the science verification observations and shear
catalogs used in this work, followed by a discussion of the
SPT observations and the SZE selected lens sample for this
analysis.
2.1 Dark Energy Survey observations
The Dark Energy Survey (DES Collaboration 2005; DES Col-
laboration et al. 2016) is designed to yield multi-band imaging
in grizY bands over an angular footprint of 5,000 deg2. To
this end, it uses the 570 Megapixel DECam (Flaugher et al.
2015) mounted on the 4-m Blanco telescope at the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). Each filter is
observed in 10 tilings of 90s exposures (Y -band: 45 s dur-
ing Science Verification) over the five year survey period,
and scheduling of individual exposures employs the program
obstac (Neilsen & Annis 2014). obstac automatically cre-
ates the timing of exposures based on seeing, sky brightness,
and survey status. Observations in riz bands (used for WL)
are preferentially carried out in conditions of good seeing.
Additionally, deeper survey fields of 30 deg2 in total are
visited every 4–7 days with the main goal of measuring light
curves of supernovae. These supernova fields do not include
Y -band imaging as part of regular survey operations but
are significantly deeper than the main survey and visited
regularly to provide finer time resolution. The survey benefits
from the very wide 3 deg2 field-of-view of DECam with a
pixel size of 0.′′27. The 90% completeness limit in each band
approaches 24th magnitude. Therefore, DES will be deeper
than previous surveys of similar solid angle like SDSS and
wider than surveys of comparable depth like CFHTLS. The
median seeing is expected to be below 1′′over the full survey,
and due to the addition of the Y -band the DES wavelength
coverage extends farther into the infrared compared to SDSS.
In this analysis we use Science Verification (SV) phase
observations mostly obtained under regular survey conditions,
and shape measurements from the r-, i- and z-bands, though
the photo-z estimates additionally rely on the g band. After
completion of the SV observations, the main quality cuts on
the SV catalog removed the SPT-E field south of δ = −61◦.
This is the region in which the Large Magellanic Cloud resides,
which has a different stellar locus than the Galaxy (affecting
star-galaxy separation and photometric calibration), as well
as R Doradus (the second brightest star in the infrared),
which affects the photometry inside a circle of several degrees.
What is more, the large number of double stars in this region
complicates PSF estimation. The science-ready release of SV
called ‘SVA1 Gold’ consists of coadd catalogs that include
all of these cuts and requires object detection in all four griz
bands. These coadd catalogs are used for object detection,
flux measurements (for photo-z) and quality flags.
2.2 Dark Energy Survey shear catalogs
The shear measurements are extracted from fitted models
to all available individual exposures for a given object after
removing blacklisted exposures, as described in Jarvis et al.
(2016). We use the standard SV masks (Jarvis et al. 2016).
These exclude circular areas around 2MASS stars and addi-
tionally remove the 4% of the remaining area containing a
large fraction (≈ 25%) of objects, whose shape could not be
reliably measured. Shear measurements were performed down
to magnitude R = 24.5 and span 139 deg2 after masking in
the SPT-E field.
The DES SV area is covered by shear catalogs from
two shape measurement pipelines. We use ngmix2 (Sheldon
2014), a Gaussian mixture model fitting shear measurement
code, as our main shear measurement code. ngmix uses shape
information from riz optical bands and requires at least one
valid exposure for each band. ngmix, however, was not run
on the entire SV footprint. For a subsample of our lenses that
is not covered by the ngmix analysis, we use r-band catalogs
from the model-fitting shear measurement code im3shape
instead. This is includes 5 clusters from the pointed cluster
fields.
Both codes have been shown to work well with DES
SV data and produce reliable shape catalogs that pass the
essential quality tests for a variety of weak lensing applica-
tions. For these and an extensive description of the DES SV
shear pipeline and shape measurement codes we refer the
interested reader to Jarvis et al. (2016). We emphasize that
the choice of ngmix was due to higher number densities after
quality cuts, which is likely a result of using multi-band data.
The codes have been run semi-independently: though the
algorithms significantly differ, they share all previous steps
of data reduction, including PSF estimation and blacklisting
of exposures, as outlined in Jarvis et al. (2016). Both simul-
taneously fit to a number of single-epoch exposures for each
object, instead of a fit on coadded images (where less informa-
tion would be used). Galaxies have been selected according
to the ‘Modest classifier’, which uses the SExtractor catalog
parameter spread_model and its measurement uncertainty
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Desai et al. 2012) extracted from
the i-band image (see discussion in Chang et al. 2015). We
2 https://github/esheldon/ngmix
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remove blended objects because those are expected to have
unreliable shape measurements by demanding FLAGS_I==0.
2.2.1 Blinding
Many scientific analyses are subject to the attempted repro-
duction of already published results that involves tuning the
data cuts to confirm previous or expected findings (Klein
& Roodman 2005). We refer to this (unconscious) effect as
’observer bias’. Our analysis is blinded in the following way
to avoid observer bias: directly after processing and as part
of the general DES shear pipeline, all shear values in the
catalogs are multiplied by a hidden factor between 0.9 and
1. This acts as an effective unknown multiplicative bias that
translates into an overall shift of the WL derived masses and
therefore the normalization of the M − ζ scaling relation,
ASZ. The shift due to blinding is of similar order to the mass
uncertainty for the full stack, but exceeds the statistical un-
certainties of cosmic shear and larger stacked lens samples
that use the full SPT-E area. Only after the full analysis
is fixed and all quality tests are passed, are the catalogues
unblinded. However, in the process of internal collaboration
review some additional tests were requested and have been
carried out after unblinding.
2.2.2 ngmix
ngmix is a multi-purpose image fitting code. It includes
a re-implemetation of lensfit (Miller et al. 2007, 2013).
In the version used for the DES SV shape catalogs, it fits
an exponential disk model to the single-exposure galaxy
images. ngmix fits simultaneously to all valid exposures over
the riz-bands and requires at least one valid exposure in
each band. It uses a shape prior from an analytical form
fitted to the ellipticity distribution of COSMOS galaxies
(Mandelbaum et al. 2014). We use only objects with the
following quantities as reported by ngmix: error flag when
using the exponential model EXP FLAGS=0 (this includes
a cut on general ngmix failures, i.e. FLAGS=0), signal-to-
noise SNR R > 10, signal-to-noise of ngmix size measure
T, SNR T R > 1.0, and 0.4 < ARATE < 0.6. The last item
is the acceptance rate of the ngmix sampler and ensures
convergence of the fit. These selection parameters are relaxed
from the strict cuts suggested by Jarvis et al. (2016) and are
based on our experience gained during creation of the shear
catalogs and expectation that due to the overall lower source
number compared to the SV cosmic shear study (Becker
et al. 2016; Abbott et al. 2016) systematic biases will remain
subdominant to the increased statistical uncertainties in this
work. We will later demonstrate this assumption to hold in
Appendix A.
We use an inverse variance weight for each galaxy i that
takes into account shape noise and the (e1, e2) covariance
matrix C, given by
wi =
2× σ2
C11 + C22 + 2× σ2 , (1)
where σ = 0.22 is the shape noise contribution per compo-
nent from COSMOS. We choose to use only the diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix to ensure that wi is invari-
ant under rotations.
Noise effects and choice of prior influence the observed
shear and can be corrected by dividing the shear by a sensi-
tivity that is calculated during the run of ngmix. Typically
the shear is underestimated before this correction. Because
sensitivities are noisy, we apply this correction on the en-
semble of all sources used for our fitting. This is a way to
estimate biases in the shape measurement algorithm in a
more direct way than using external simulations. Thus, the
resulting shear is effectively unbiased. This procedure is sim-
ilar to the correction for noise bias in the case of im3shape
described in the next section.
2.2.3 im3shape
We use shape catalogs from an implementation of im3shape3
(Jarvis et al. 2016), which was significantly improved over the
version used in the simulation study of Zuntz et al. (2013).
im3shape is a model fitting algorithm, using a de Vaucouleurs
(1948) bulge or exponential disk model. Each object is fitted
to both models, and the best-fitting model is chosen as an
adequate description. The amplitude of each component is
allowed to vary and may be negative, and the fitting is done
simultaneously over all exposures in one band. Galaxies are
selected prior to the run of im3shape for better performance.
As in the case of ngmix, we use relaxed selection criteria.
This includes signal-to-noise SNR > 10 and ratio of convolved
image size relative to PSF MEAN_RGPP_RP>1.15. We choose
these cuts for im3shape because our statistical error bars
allow for some systematic uncertainty on the overall calibra-
tion. Our choice of cuts gives a number density (over the full
SPT-E field and all redshifts) of ng = 9.2 arcmin
−2, whereas
the more conservative cuts employed the DES-SV cosmic
shear analysis (Becker et al. 2016; Abbott et al. 2016) would
give ng = 5.4 arcmin
−2. We show in Appendix A that the
inclusion of these additional galaxies leads to statistically
undetectable differences in our mass calibration.
im3shape, as all shape measurement codes based on
a maximum likelihood approach, shows systematic noise
biases (Kacprzak et al. 2012), typically expressed in terms
of multiplicative bias mn and additive bias cn (the latter for
each component separately):
eobs = (1 +mn)× etrue + cn, (2)
where eobs is the observed ellipticity and etrue is the true
ellipticity of a galaxy. Working only with circularly aver-
aged profiles, the additive bias is expected to average out
when masking effects are negligible. The multiplicative bias
however scales the tangential shear profile and therefore influ-
ences the derived masses. With help of simulations based on
galaxies from the COSMOS survey, we can express the noise
bias as a function of im3shape signal-to-noise and galaxy
size MEAN_RGPP_RP. The resulting correction is then applied
to the ensemble of galaxies in a given bin.
2.2.4 Error estimation
If systematic effects can be neglected, the dominant source of
error for a WL shear measurement comes from the intrinsic
ellipticity dispersion. Therefore, in the absence of measure-
ment noise the precision of a binned measurement of one
3 https://bitbucket.org/joezuntz/im3shape/
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Figure 2. Our sample from the SPT-SZ catalog (Bleem et al.
2015). Plotted is the SPT significance ξ vs. redshift. Clusters with
spectroscopic redshifts are shown as red diamonds, those with only
photometric redshifts as blue circles. The dashed horizontal line
corresponds to the ξ = 4.5 limit of the catalog. Clusters covered by
both shear catalogs used in this work are shown as filled symbols,
those that only have shape information from im3shape catalogs
as empty ones. As expected, most clusters lie near the catalog
threshold, but the full sample spans a broad range in ξ.
shear component cannot be better than σ/
√
Ngal where Ngal
is the number of source galaxies used in a given radial bin
and σ = 0.22 is the intrinsic ellipticity dispersion. Because
systematic uncertainties are in general hard to quantify, we
use Jackknife errors as an empirical approach to estimate our
measurement uncertainty on the shear profile. We calculate
the signal by iteratively removing one of the used sources
in each iteration. The covariance matrix for g+ then can be
calculated via
Covij =
N − 1
N
N∑
k=1
(
gk+,i − 〈gl+,i〉l
)(
gk+,j − 〈gl+,j〉l
)
(3)
where i and j denote radial bins, and gk+ is the tangential
shear without galaxy k. Analogous formulae are used for g×
and ∆Σ in the following. In each case we neglect off-diagonal
terms for our analysis. We test the impact and determine
that including the full covariance increases the mass fitted
to the im3shape stack by about 0.1× 1014 M or ≈ 0.25σ,
and leaves the error bars essentially unchanged.
Jarvis et al. (2016) calculated the shape-noise for ngmix
in DES SV and found σ = 0.243. Figure 1 compares the
Jackknife errors for the background g+ with Gaussian errors
assuming this value for shape-noise. Jackknife errors are
larger on average by 26% for ngmix and 8% for im3shape,
indicating that systematic errors are subdominant.
Jackknife covariance matrices are often underestimated
if there are too few independent samples available, and we
therefore apply a correction that depends on both the number
of bins and the galaxies per bin (Hartlap et al. 2007). This
typically increases our errors by only a few per cent.
2.3 South Pole Telescope observations
The SPT is a 10 m telescope located at the NSF South Pole
research station. From 2007 to 2011, the telescope was con-
figured to observe in three millimeter-wave bands (centered
at 95, 150, and 220 GHz). The majority of this period was
spent on a survey of a contiguous 2,500 deg2 area within the
boundaries 20h ≤ R.A. ≤ 7h and −65◦ ≤ Dec ≤ −40◦. In
November 2011 the observations of the whole survey area to
the fiducial depth of 18 µK-arcmin in the 150 GHz band were
completed. For a detailed description of the survey strategy
and data processing we refer to Staniszewski et al. (2009)
(see also Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Williamson et al. 2011;
Mocanu et al. 2013). Song et al. (2012) presented optical and
near-infrared followup of a preliminary catalog of 720 deg2,
including redshift estimates. The cluster catalog for the full
survey area appeared in Bleem et al. (2015).
Galaxy clusters are detected via their thermal SZE decre-
ment in the 95 and 150 GHz SPT maps. These maps are
created using time-ordered data processing and map-making
procedures equivalent to those described in Vanderlinde et al.
(2010). A multi-scale matched-filter approach is used for
cluster detection (Melin et al. 2006), where the underlying
cluster model is a β model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976;
Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1978) with β = 1 and a core
radius Θc. Twelve linearly spaced values from 0.
′25 to 3.′0 are
employed, and the observable used to quantify the cluster
SZE signal is ξ, the detection significance maximized over
this range of core radii.
In total, 677 cluster candidates above a signal-to-noise
limit of 4.5 are detected in the full SPT-SZ survey and 516
are confirmed by optical and near-infrared imaging. This
number includes 415 systems first identified with the SPT
and 141 systems with spectroscopic redshift information. The
median mass of this sample is M500,c ≈ 3.5×1014 M and the
median redshift 0.55. The highest redshift exceeds 1.4 (Bleem
et al. 2015).
2.4 SZE selected lens sample
The SPT-SZ catalog has an overlap of about 100 clusters
and candidates with ξ > 4.5 over the full DES SV area,
including areas that did not survive survey quality cuts in
the southern part of the SPT-E field. Shear catalogs for the
SPT-W field are not available at the time of this work. Some
cluster candidates have not been confirmed and hence do not
have a redshift estimate and are therefore excluded from this
analysis.
We restrict ourselves to clusters with redshift 0.25 <
z ≤ 0.8. At DES depths, higher redshift clusters suffer from
very low number densities of lensing source galaxies and
small lensing efficiency, resulting in poorly measured, noise-
dominated profiles even for the most massive systems like
El Gordo (Melchior et al. 2015). Also, complementary work
with space-based HST observations (e.g., Schrabback et al.
2018) is focused on providing WL based mass estimates for
systems in this redshift range. At lower redshifts the SPT
selection function is not well characterized and inclusion of
clusters at z < 0.25 could bias our estimates of the scaling
relation parameters.
This leaves us with 35 clusters with ξ > 4.5 covered
in the DES SV area. We remove SPT-CL J2242−4435 and
SPT-CL J0451−4952 from our lens sample because of very
low source number densities after cuts.
The remaining 33 clusters used in this analysis are listed
in Table 1, including their sky position, detection significance,
core radius Θc and redshift. If possible we use spectrosopic
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redshifts (denoted by (s)). Cluster SZE based masses M500,SZ
are taken from Bleem et al. (2015) and have been derived
assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, σ8 = 0.8
and h = 0.7 and a fixed mass-observable relation with an
intrinsic scatter DSZ = 0.22. These values are informational
only and are not used when deriving our scaling relation
constraints.
An additional column shows the DES SV field. Most
clusters are located in the SPT-E field. Several systems are
in targeted cluster fields, though El Gordo is at too high a
redshift to be included in our lens sample. Two systems are
in one of the Supernova fields (SNE), which are deeper than
the main survey. DES imaging allows optical confirmation
and redshift estimates of our clusters independently of other
optical follow-up observations. Hennig et al. (2017) identified
the red sequences for SPT clusters in the SV footprint and
derived comparable redshifts to those presented in Bleem
et al. (2015) over the full redshift range. For consistency with
other publications using the same SPT-SZ catalog we use
the redshift estimates from Bleem et al. (2015) whenever
possible. This is the case for almost the full sample, except
for three clusters at lower signal to noise, where we employ
redshift estimates and SZE based masses from Saro et al.
(2015).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of our sample in redshift-
ξ space. The sample spans the full redshift range from 0.25
to 0.8, with the majority having significance values close to
the catalog threshold. Clusters with spectroscopic redshift
information are shown as red diamonds. The most significant
SPT cluster detections in our sample are in the range 0.3 <
z < 0.4, including the Bullet cluster (SPT-CL J0658−5556)
and RXJ2248, which have been previously studied with DES
data (Melchior et al. 2015).
Saro et al. (2015) matched SPT clusters and candidates
down to ξ = 4 to clusters identified by the optical cluster
finder redMaPPer (Rykoff et al. 2014) in the DES SV area,
thereby confirming 5 candidates above ξ = 4.5 and presenting
redshift estimates for these systems based on their redMaP-
Per counterpart. We include three systems that remain after
applying the SPT point source mask into our sample. Bleem
et al. (2015) have estimated the number of false detections
for ξ < 4.5 clusters to increase from < 10% at ξ = 4.5 to
≈ 40% at ξ = 4. For the scaling relation analysis we therefore
use only SPT clusters above ξ = 4.5.
3 CLUSTER SHEAR PROFILES
In this section we first describe how we select the background
galaxy population that is needed to construct the observed
shear profiles. We then explore in Section 3.2 whether the
background population we have selected is contaminated
by cluster galaxies. Thereafter, we describe the theoretical
profile we adopt in Section 3.3, discuss the radial ranges
and binning for the shear profiles in Section 3.4, and then
describe the framework we introduce to account for biases
and scatter in our WL mass estimates (Section 3.5).
3.1 Background source selection
Background selection by reliable photometric redshifts has
been shown to perform better than color-cuts if enough bands
are available (e.g., Applegate et al. 2014). We therefore use
photometric redshifts from griz-bands (Bonnett et al. 2016)
to calculate the critical surface density
Σcrit =
c2
4piG
Ds
DlDls
∝ 1
Dlβ
, (4)
where c is the speed of light, G the (Newtonian) gravitational
constant and Dl, Ds and Dls denote the angular diameter
distances from the observer to the lens and the source, and
from the lens to the source respectively. β = Dls/Ds is the
lensing efficiency.
We are using training-set based photo-z estimates which
have been shown to perform better than template-based al-
ternatives in the case of DES data (Sa´nchez et al. 2014). In
particular, we match our shear catalogs to skynet photo-
metric redshifts (Bonnett 2015; Graff et al. 2014; Bonnett
et al. 2016). skynet is a training set based photo-z code that
gives both a point estimator (the mean or the peak of the
distribution) and a full P (z) distribution using prediction
trees and random forests. The training and validation sets
use 28,219 and 14,317 galaxies, respectively, with measured
spectra in the DES SV footprint extending to z = 2. Because
these galaxies typically have deeper photometry than SPT-E,
they were assigned new photometric errors which were taken
from objects in the SPT-E field which are closest in a 5-d
color-magnitude space. The P (z) values are tabulated for
200 values from 0 to 1.8 and normalized to unity. The typical
redshift error for skynet when applied to DES SV data is
δz = 0.08 (1σ) for both point estimator and P (z). We choose
to select our background sample by requiring that
zs > zcl + 0.2 (5)
holds simultaneously for both the mean and the peak of the
P (z) distribution. We use the former as a proxy for the source
redshift zs. The impact of this error for the estimation of
Σcrit is described below. We construct an N(z) distribution
for the source sample of each cluster. If contamination by
cluster members can be neglected, N(z) should not depend
on cluster-centric distance. β is then estimated from N(z) in
our fitting routine for the scaling relation. This allows us to
treat the dependence of β on cosmological parameters in a
self-consistent way. We explore the stability of our estimation
of the lensing efficiency in Section 5.4 when using a different
photometric redshift catalog.
3.2 Cluster member contamination
Because photometric redshifts are in general noisy, cluster
galaxies may scatter into the background sample. Cluster
galaxies would show no shear signal from the cluster, and
therefore this contamination would lead to an overall dilution
of the mean shear profile and a subsequent underestimation
of cluster mass. This effect can be seen as an increase in
the number density of sources close to the cluster center.
The radial dependence of the number density profile is also
affected by magnification and the obscuration of the sky
by bright foreground objects. Masking of, e.g., bright stars
(including the 2MASS catalog), image artifacts or because
of survey edges also must be taken into account to derive
correct number densities. Noting that magnification only
contributes significantly in the very inner regions (Chiu et al.
2016), which we neglect in our shear analysis, we leave this
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Table 1. Lens sample used. From left, we list the name, sky position, SZE significance, detection scale θc, SZE M500,SZ, redshift (where
”(s)” denotes spectroscopic redshift), DES Field (SNE= ELAIS supernova field) and whether ngmix catalog is available. The † marks
clusters presented in Saro et al. (2015)
R.A. Dec. Θc M500,SZ
SPT ID [deg] [deg] ξ [arcmin] [1014 M] Redshift DES Field ngmix
SPT-CL J0040−4407 10.2048 −44.1329 19.34 0.50 10.24± 1.56 0.350(s) SNE
SPT-CL J0041−4428 10.2513 −44.4785 8.84 0.50 5.83± 1.01 0.33± 0.02 SNE
SPT-CL J0107−4855 16.8857 −48.9171 4.51 0.25 2.48± 0.81 0.60± 0.03 El Gordo
SPT-CL J0412−5106 63.2297 −51.1098 5.15 0.25 3.42± 0.84 0.28± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0417−4748 64.3451 −47.8139 14.24 0.25 7.41± 1.15 0.581(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0422−4608 65.7490 −46.1436 5.05 0.50 2.90± 0.75 0.70± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0422−5140 65.5923 −51.6755 5.86 1.00 3.57± 0.77 0.59± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0426−5455 66.5199 −54.9197 8.85 0.50 5.17± 0.90 0.63± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0428−6049 67.0305 −60.8292 5.11 1.25 3.04± 0.78 0.64± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0429−5233 67.4315 −52.5609 4.56 0.75 2.75± 0.77 0.53± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0433−5630 68.2541 −56.5025 5.32 1.75 3.13± 0.76 0.692(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0437−5307 69.2599 −53.1206 4.52 0.25 3.20± 0.80† 0.29± 0.02† SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0438−5419 69.5749 −54.3212 22.88 0.50 10.80± 1.62 0.421(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0439−4600 69.8087 −46.0142 8.28 0.25 5.29± 0.94 0.34± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0439−5330 69.9290 −53.5038 5.61 0.75 3.59± 0.80 0.43± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0440−4657 70.2307 −46.9654 7.13 1.25 4.63± 0.89 0.35± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0441−4855 70.4511 −48.9190 8.56 0.50 4.74± 0.83 0.79± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0444−4352 71.1683 −43.8735 5.01 1.50 3.11± 0.82 0.57± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0447−5055 71.8445 −50.9227 5.96 0.25 3.87± 0.82 0.39± 0.05 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0449−4901 72.2742 −49.0246 8.91 0.50 4.90± 0.85 0.792(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0452−4806 73.0034 −48.1102 4.52 0.50 2.87± 0.81 0.37± 0.04 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0456−5623 74.1753 −56.3855 4.60 0.25 2.68± 0.75 0.66± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0500−4551 75.2108 −45.8564 4.51 0.75 3.60± 0.91† 0.26± 0.01† SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0502−6048 75.7240 −60.810 4.69 0.25 3.03± 0.76† 0.79± 0.02† SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0509−5342 77.3374 −53.7053 8.50 0.75 5.06± 0.89 0.461(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0516−5430 79.1513 −54.5108 12.41 1.50 7.10± 1.14 0.295(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0529−6051 82.3493 −60.8578 5.58 0.50 3.39± 0.78 0.72± 0.06 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0534−5937 83.6082 −59.6257 4.74 0.25 2.75± 0.75 0.576(s) SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0540−5744 85.0043 −57.7405 6.74 0.25 3.76± 0.74 0.76± 0.03 SPT-E X
SPT-CL J0655−5541 103.9137 −55.6931 5.64 1.00 3.98± 0.88 0.29± 0.04 Bullet
SPT-CL J0658−5556 104.6317 −55.9465 39.05 1.25 16.86± 2.49 0.296(s) Bullet
SPT-CL J2248−4431 342.1907 −44.5269 42.36 0.75 17.27± 2.54 0.351(s) RXJ2248
SPT-CL J2249−4442 342.4069 −44.7158 5.11 0.25 3.18± 0.81 0.60± 0.03 RXJ2248
effect uncorrected (but see Schrabback et al. (2018) for an
investigation of its potentially larger impact for clusters at
higher redshift).
3.2.1 Radial trend in background density
To estimate a correction for the contamination we first assume
that the contamination by cluster galaxies decreases with
increasing distance r/r500,SZ from the cluster center, where
the scale radius is set by the cluster mass (as given in Bleem
et al. (2015)). Following Applegate et al. (2014), we model
the effects of the contamination on the background number
density as
ncorr(r) = n0 × (1 + f500 exp [1− r/r500,SZ]) (6)
where n0 denotes the uncontaminated background number
density which is a constant and f500 is the contamination
fraction at a cluster-centric distance r500,SZ. We perform a
simultaneous fit for a global f500 and a different n0 for each
cluster.
Figure 3 shows the average number density profile of
our ngmix sources as a function of cluster centric distance,
including splits in source and lens redshift. Table 2 sum-
marizes our estimates of contamination. We find a value of
f500 = (8.1±6.9) percent for the full sample of ngmix sources
and lenses (in blue), very close to no contamination, and
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Table 2. Cluster member contamination constraints (evaluated
at r500,SZ) extracted from the various subsamples.
ngmix im3shape
Subsample [%] [%]
full bg 8.1± 6.9 9.3± 7.0
low zs 12.1± 6.9 9.5± 7.6
mid zs 2.6± 7.6 1.9± 6.6
high zs 0.9± 7.9 2.7± 8.4
low zl 8.1± 6.9 10.7± 8.9
high zl 4.6± 13.5 1.4± 15.0
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Figure 3. Number density profile of our source galaxy sample
from ngmix as a function of cluster-centric angular distance. The
full sample is shown in blue, and three different slices in increasing
source redshift are visible in green, red and cyan. The full source
samples for low-z and high-z lenses are shown in magenta and yel-
low. This figure is for illustration only, because the contamination
is evaluated for individual clusters rather than the stack shown
above. The error bars are the Poisson errors of the number counts.
(9.3±7.0) percent for the im3shape sources. Without redshift
selection (equation 5) we would get (11.3± 2.1) percent.
Splitting the sources for each cluster into three equally
populated source redshift bins (green, red, cyan) shows a lot
of fluctation but no significant contamination for any bin.
Splitting the cluster sample at the median lens redshift also
gives values of f500 consistent with zero (magenta and yellow
lines) at the 1.2σ level.
Additionally, a small f500 would not affect our conclu-
sions, given the large statistical uncertainties in our current
analysis. Therefore, we choose not to correct the tangential
shear signal. Indeed, no significant cluster contamination is
expected, because we use photometric redshifts and a back-
ground selection that corresponds to ≈ 2.5× δz above the
cluster redshift.
3.2.2 P(z) decomposition
As a cross-check for our contamination correction we use an
adaptation of the method described in Gruen et al. (2014) in
the case of individual source redshift distributions. Because
this method does not use number densities from our source
catalog, it is subject to different systematics.
Figure 4. P(z) distribution of ngmix sources. We split the source
population into 5 radial bins, ranging from red (innermost) to
blue (outermost). The bottom panel shows the stack of all clusters,
and the 3 top panels show slices in lens redshift. We estimate an
overall contamination of (3 ± 1) per cent in the two inner bins
(see discussion in section 3.2.2).
We summarize this method briefly and refer the inter-
ested reader to the original paper (Gruen et al. 2014) and
a study of the stacked WL signal from redMaPPer clusters
in DES SV data (Melchior et al. 2017) for its adaptation
to DES P (z)’s. The source galaxy redshift distribution is
modelled with two components: a spatially constant back-
ground and a radially varying contaminant of cluster galaxies.
Comparing the P (z)’s in radial bins around the cluster center
with a local background at large separation allows one to
infer the level of contamination needed to recover the ob-
served radial change in the P (z) distribution. We choose five
equally populated radial bins from 0.75–2.5 Mpc and find an
overall contamination of 3± 1% in the two innermost bins,
translating to f500 = (3.8± 1.3) percent4. Fig. 4 shows the
radial dependence of the P (z) distribution for the full source
sample and three slices in lens redshift.
Although both methods give consistent results for the
scale of the contamination, the P (z) decomposition approach
provides higher significance due its smaller measurement
errors. We find in a similar analysis (Dietrich et al. 2019)
that this level of f500 translates to a ≈ 2 percent shift in
mass, which is about an order of magnitude smaller than our
statistical error.
4 We note that a direct decomposition was not possible because the
P (z) distribution depends only very weakly on the radius. Instead
we looked at differences in the cumulative redshift distribution
between radial bins.
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3.3 Assumed cluster profile
Simulations have shown that the profile of a dark matter halo
is on average well approximated by an Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997)
ρNFW =
ρ0
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
(7)
which has two free parameters ρ0 and rs, although more
recent work indicate that the Einasto (1965) profile is a better
fit for massive clusters (Klypin et al. 2016, and references
therein). We will calibrate the impact of deviations from a
spherical NFW profile using simulations (cf. Section 3.5).
Because we are interested in the mass M∆,c residing
within a sphere of radius r∆ with an average overdensity that
is ∆ times the critical density of the Universe at the cluster
redshift, it is convenient to rewrite the NFW-profile using
M∆,c and concentration c∆,c = r∆,c/rs as a parametrization.
For the scaling relation analysis we use ∆ = 500, because
this will simplify comparison to previous results.
An analytic expression for the radial dependence of the
tangential shear for an NFW density profile has been pre-
sented elsewhere (Bartelmann 1996; Wright & Brainerd 2000).
We use this result in our weak-lensing analysis. Because our
WL data barely constrain the concentration, we adopt a
concentration from previously published mass-concentration
relations extracted from simulations (Diemer & Kravtsov
2015). We find by comparing to another relation (Duffy et al.
2008) that our results do not depend on this choice (see
Section 4.3).
3.4 Radial fitting range and binning
Masses derived from a WL analysis may show percent level
biases depending on both the inner and outer radius of the fit
region (Becker & Kravtsov 2011). Excluding the central re-
gion suppresses the influence of miscentering, concentration,
baryonic effects on the halo profile and a departure from
the pure WL regime. On the observational side, deblending,
neighbour effects and contamination by cluster galaxies de-
grade the reported shears for small cluster-centric distances.
At large cluster-centric distances the signal is dominated by
the 2-halo term and potentially by uncorrelated structures
along the line of sight and the profile is not well-described by
an NFW profile. To minimise the impact of these biases, we
fit in the radial range from 750 kpc–2.5 Mpc for our reference
cosmology, which corresponds roughly to 0.5–2 r500 for a halo
of mass M500 = 3× 1014 M.
Because the number of sources after our cuts differs
significantly from cluster to cluster (due to depth variations
after cleaning and the large span in lens redshifts), we adopt
an adaptive binning scheme where we have at least 5 bins
but for background samples larger than 1,000 galaxies, we
divide the sample by 200 and take the truncated result to be
the number of bins. We tested a variety of binning schemes
and found that the choice of binning employed does not
systematically influence our results.
The input data to our analysis are (i) the cosmology
independent tangential shear profiles, (ii) the associated un-
certainties as described in equation (3) and (iii) the source
redshift distributions N(z) weighted by the shear weight of
our source sample. Whenever possible we use the ngmix
shear catalog, because it has higher number-densities and
Table 3. Weak Lensing Information for each cluster, where Ngal
denotes the number of background galaxies used for fitting, and
Nbin is the number of radial bins. These quantities are shown
both for the ngmix and the im3shape catalogs. The last columns
contains the median r-band seeing θpsf within a 10 arcmin aperture
centered on each cluster.
SPT ID NNGgal Nbin N
im3
gal Nbin θpsf
SPT-CL J0040−4407 . . . . . . 634 5 1.′′25
SPT-CL J0041−4428 . . . . . . 351 5 1.′′26
SPT-CL J0107−4855 . . . . . . 200 5 1.′′15
SPT-CL J0412−5106 2074 10 . . . . . . 1.′′23
SPT-CL J0417−4748 385 5 . . . . . . 1.′′18
SPT-CL J0422−4608 266 5 . . . . . . 1.′′11
SPT-CL J0422−5140 429 5 . . . . . . 1.′′18
SPT-CL J0426−5455 238 5 . . . . . . 1.′′30
SPT-CL J0428−6049 518 5 . . . . . . 1.′′04
SPT-CL J0429−5233 550 5 . . . . . . 1.′′14
SPT-CL J0433−5630 239 5 . . . . . . 1.′′24
SPT-CL J0437−5307 2276 11 . . . . . . 1.′′18
SPT-CL J0438−5419 961 5 . . . . . . 1.′′29
SPT-CL J0439−4600 1608 8 . . . . . . 1.′′18
SPT-CL J0439−5330 987 5 . . . . . . 1.′′22
SPT-CL J0440−4657 2168 10 . . . . . . 1.′′16
SPT-CL J0441−4855 362 5 . . . . . . 1.′′14
SPT-CL J0444−4352 408 5 . . . . . . 1.′′24
SPT-CL J0447−5055 1547 7 . . . . . . 1.′′19
SPT-CL J0449−4901 420 5 . . . . . . 1.′′05
SPT-CL J0452−4806 1914 9 . . . . . . 1.′′10
SPT-CL J0456−5623 420 5 . . . . . . 1.′′24
SPT-CL J0500−4551 2500 12 . . . . . . 1.′′20
SPT-CL J0502−6048 336 5 . . . . . . 1.′′10
SPT-CL J0509−5342 702 5 . . . . . . 1.′′23
SPT-CL J0516−5430 1541 7 . . . . . . 1.′′21
SPT-CL J0529−6051 169 5 . . . . . . 1.′′23
SPT-CL J0534−5937 414 5 . . . . . . 1.′′28
SPT-CL J0540−5744 174 5 . . . . . . 1.′′24
SPT-CL J0655−5541 . . . . . . 519 5 1.′′06
SPT-CL J0658−5556 . . . . . . 691 5 1.′′06
SPT-CL J2248−4431 . . . . . . 593 5 1.′′22
SPT-CL J2249−4442 . . . . . . 194 5 1.′′17
larger numbers of exposures per object. For nine clusters,
mainly outside of SPT-E, we rely on the im3shape shear
catalog. Table 3 shows the number of galaxies used for our
fit and the derived number of bins for both catalogs.
3.5 Calibration of WL mass bias and scatter
In our analysis we use the cluster center derived during the
SZE detection process as the shear profile center. The SZE
center scatters about the BCG location (Song et al. 2012) in a
manner consistent with the scatter of the X-ray center about
the BCG location (Lin & Mohr 2004), once the additional
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positional uncertainties from the SPT beam are taken into
account. Similar results are found in the scatter of the SZE
position around the cluster optical centers (Saro et al. 2014).
Studies of simulated cluster ensembles show that the offset
distribution between the true center of the cluster potential
and the SZE center behave similarly to these observations
involving the BCG positions (Gupta et al. 2017). Measuring
shear profiles around a position that is offset from the true
center of the cluster potential will tend to decrease the shear
signal at small radii and hence result in an underestimate of
the weak lensing mass. This effect has to be accounted for
to obtain accurate cluster masses.
In addition, other effects such as our choice of the pro-
jected NFW model and the radial range we use to carry out
the fitting also impact the accuracy and precision with which
we can estimate the underlying halo mass from the weak
lensing mass. In addition, large scale structure surrounding
the cluster could potentially lead to biases in our WL masses,
and the unassociated large scale structure along the line of
sight toward the cluster could introduce additional scatter
in our measurements.
To allow for the fact that the WL masses MWL we
measure would in general be biased and noisy probes of the
underlying true cluster mass Mtrue within r500,c that we seek
to measure, we introduce a simple linear relationship the
weak lensing and tru masses
MWL = bWLMtrue, (8)
where bWL is a bias parameter. In addition, we add a scat-
ter parameter σWL, which quantified the intrinsic scatter
of the weak lensing mass at fixed true mass. With these
two additional degrees of freedom we can then include es-
timates for the characteristic bias and scatter of our weak
lensing masses. As described in details in Appendix B, we
then use mock observations of simulated galaxy clusters to
understand the bias and scatter in the WL mass. Results
of this study lead to priors on these two parameters, as
justified in Appendix B, that are bWL = 0.934 ± 0.04 and
σWL = 0.25± 0.12. The uncertainty on the mean bias could
be further reduced through studies of larger samples of mock
observations, but the level of this “theoretical” uncertainty
on the bias is already much smaller than the uncertainties
associated with the shear multiplicative bias, the photometric
redshift bias and the cluster contamination. These biases are
listed separately in Table 4 and sum in quadrature to a total
uncertainty of 0.18 that is adopted for the uncertainty on
the weak lensing bias parameter in Table 5.
4 SCALING RELATION ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe the analysis method to derive
the scaling relation parameters and present the results. We
present the Bayesian framework in Section 4.1, detail the
priors in Section 4.2 and then present our results with a
comparison to prior work in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
4.1 Bayesian foreward modeling framework
The freedom to maximize the SPT significance ξ across three
parameters (right ascension, declination, and core radius Θc)
in the presence of a noise field will tend to raise the amplitude
Table 4. Systematic mass error budget broken down into contri-
butions from the source redshift distribution β, the multiplicative
shear bias m and the cluster contamination f500. We addition-
ally consider errors due to miscentering, deviations from an NFW
profile, as calibrated by simulations and parametrized by bWL. Ref-
erences are provided in column 4. The total systematic uncertainty
consists of the listed effects added in quadrature.
Systematic Error ∆M500 Reference
β 6.5% 9.6% § A4, Bonnett et al. (2016)
m 10% 15%
extrapolated from
Jarvis et al. (2016)
f500 6.9% 3.4% § 3.2
bWL 4.0% 4.0% § 3.5
Total 18.6%
of the observed peak. That is, the ensemble average of ξ across
many noise realizations, 〈ξ〉, will be boosted by some amount
as compared to an unbiased significance ζ, which is measured
without these degrees freedom (Vanderlinde et al. 2010). It
can be estimated for ζ > 2 by
ζ =
√
〈ξ〉2 − 3 . (9)
The unbiased significance ζ can be related to the mass
enclosed by a sphere with a mean overdensity of 500 times
the critical density of the Universe, M500,c, by the mass-
observable relation
ζ = ASZ
(
M500,c
3× 1014Mh−1
)BSZ ( E(z)
E(0.6)
)CSZ
, (10)
where ASZ is the normalization, BSZ the mass slope, CSZ the
redshift evolution, and E(z) = H(z)/H0 (Vanderlinde et al.
2010). An additional parameter DSZ describes the intrinsic
scatter in ζ which is assumed to be log-normal and constant
as a function of mass and redshift.
Power law scaling relations among cluster observables
that exhibit low intrinsic scatter were first discovered in the
X-ray (Mohr & Evrard 1997) and immediately interpreted
as evidence that observable properties of clusters scale with
the underlying cluster halo mass. These scaling relations
(observable to observable, observable to mass) were apparent
in clusters from hydrodynamical simulations of the time but
with the wrong mass trends. It was quickly apparent that
the mass trend of ICM based observables depends on the
thermodynamic history of the ICM, which is impacted by
feedback from star formation and AGN. The existence of
these early X-ray scaling relations (see also Mohr et al. 1999)
already implied the existence of SZE scaling relations of
similar form, although direct observation at that time was
not possible.
The first observations of the SZE scaling relations were
enabled through the SPT sample and with input from fol-
lowup X-ray observations with Chandra (Andersson et al.
2011). Detailed analysis of the expected distribution of scat-
ter and the redshift evolution of the SZE scaling relations
have been studied with simulations (see, e.g., Gupta et al.
2017). Finally, within the last three cosmological analyses
of the SPT selected sample, the above scaling relation has
been adopted and goodness of fit tests have been carried
out. To date, starting first with a sample of 100 clusters and
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moving now to a sample of 400 clusters, there have been
no indications of tension between the observations and this
underlying scaling relation (Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan
et al. 2016; Bocquet et al. 2018). Future, larger sample will
of course allow more stringest tests and will likely lead to
the need for additional freedom in the functional form (see,
e.g., a similar analysis framework set up for the much larger
eROSITA cluster sample that does indeed require additional
parameters; Grandis et al. 2018).
The parameter values of BSZ and CSZ in the relation
above are therefore impacted by the thermodynamic history
of the ICM and cannot be predicted with precision even
with the latest generations of hydrodynamical simulations.
Importantly, to obtain unbiased cosmological results, one
must introduce these degrees of freedom in the astrophysical
scaling relation and then constrain them with the use of weak
lensing masses. This is indeed the goal of our analysis. For
reference, self-similar scaling in mass and redshift for the clus-
ter population would correspond to values of approximately
BSZ ≈ 1.3 and CSZ ≈ 0.7.
To constrain the four parameters in this model, both
simulation priors and X-ray and velocity dispersion informa-
tion for a subset of the SPT clusters have been used. Recent
calibration studies (Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016)
simultaneously fitted cosmological parameters to take into
account the cosmological dependence of the scaling relation
and the observational mass constraints.
To constrain the ζ–M scaling relation given above, we
use an extension of the analysis code developed in Bocquet
et al. (2015). The observational constraints include (i) the
tangential shear profiles for individual clusters and (ii) the
redshift distribution N(z) of source galaxies. We choose these
two quantities instead of a combined ∆Σ profile, because the
latter is cosmology dependent, and we want to isolate all cos-
mological dependencies when pursuing either a cosmological
or mass calibration analysis (e.g. Majumdar & Mohr 2003;
Benson et al. 2013b; Bocquet et al. 2015). An example of the
shear profile (but in this case stacked over the whole sample)
appears in Fig. A3.
We use a Bayesian framework to estimate the likelihood
of each cluster in our sample forward modelling from observed
cluster detection significance ξ to the probability of finding
the observed shear profile
P (g+,i|Ni(z), ξi, zi,p) =∫
dMWLP (g+,i|Ni(z),MWL, zi,p)P (MWL|ξi, zi,p) ,
(11)
where i runs over all clusters in our sample. To be more
explicit, the model first computes how probable a given
cluster weak lensing mass is, given the observables ξ and
z and the model parameters p, which include the scaling
relation parameters. This is the last factor on the right
hand side of eq. (11). We then compute the probability
of measuring the tangential shear we have in our data for
a given cluster weak lensing mass, cluster redshift, shear
galaxy redshift distribution N(z), and model parameters p.
This is the first factor in the integral in eq. (11), and it is
computed for each radial bin assuming that the errors on the
tangential shear are the standard deviation of a Gaussian
distribution. To obtain a single scalar probability distribution
P (g+,i|Ni(z),MWL, zi,p), the probabilities of all radial bins
are multiplied.
This forward modeling approach has the benefit that
we can naturally deal with clusters whose measured shear
profiles would be consistent with zero weak lensing mass
or that exhibit negative shear in some radial bins. It is
also flexible enough to deal with cluster catalogs in which
only a subset of the clusters have follow-up data, such as
weak lensing observations, in a self-consistent and unbiased
way as long as the selection of follow-up observations is not
correlated with SZE properties.
We correct for Eddington bias by weighting by the mass
function P (Mtrue|z) (Tinker et al. 2008; Bocquet et al. 2016)
when calculating P (M |ξi, zi,p). This is necessary, because
we select clusters by requiring that their SZE detection sig-
nificance satisfies ξ > 4.5, which directly relates to ζ in our
scaling relation via equation (9). The logarithm of our full
likelihood is then given by
lnL =
Ncluster∑
i=1
lnP (g+,i|ξi, zi,p) + const. (12)
Using the mass function in this way lets us calibrate the
mass-observable relation without self-calibration using the
information present in cluster number counts. On the one
hand, we can straightforwardly extend this likelihood func-
tion to include other observables, e.g. X-ray data (Dietrich
et al. 2019), and scaling relations. On the other hand we can
include an additional term incorporating cluster abundance
(Bocquet et al., in prep.). Future cosmological analysis using
the framework presented here will make use of cluster number
counts to constrain cosmological parameters, self-calibrate
mass-observable relations, and concurrently calibrate the
normalization and evolution of these scalings.
As already mentioned, we allow for departures between
the WL and true masses from either systematics or intrinsic
scatter using equation (8) with an (intrinsic) scatter σWL.
Additionally, σWL and DSZ may be correlated, and so we
include a correlation coefficient ρSZ−WL. In our analysis we
are then simultaneously fitting the following 7 parameters:
p = {ASZ, BSZ, CSZ, DSZ, bWL, σWL, ρSZ−WL}.
We discard a burn-in phase that corresponds to five times
the auto-correlation length and consider our chains converged
if the Gelman & Rubin (1992) convergence diagnostic Rˆ <
1.1.
4.2 Priors
In contrast to previous analyses (e.g. Bocquet et al. 2015; de
Haan et al. 2016), we adopt a flat prior on lnASZ instead of a
flat prior on ASZ. This is motivated by the linear form of our
SZE observable mass relation (equation (10)) in log-space.
The uninformative prior on the intercept of a line is flat and
transforming this back to the power law relation (10) leads to
a prior that is proportional to 1/ASZ. Inded our experience
confirms that in the limit of lower number densities, i.e.
lower SNR, the prior becomes more dominant and a flat
prior on ASZ biases the results towards high values. This
bias is removed by our choice of prior. Similarly, we adopt
an uninformative prior on BSZ proportional to (1 +B
2
SZ)
−1.5.
This corresponds to a flat prior on the angle of the line rather
than its slope. We refer the interested reader to the original
publication (Jaynes 1983) for a more detailed discussion
of this choice. We use the following Gaussian priors on the
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other scaling relation parameters: BSZ = 1.668±0.083, CSZ =
0.550± 0.315 and DSZ = 0.199± 0.069, which correspond to
the SPTCL constraints presented in the latest SPT cluster
cosmology analysis (de Haan et al. 2016). These constraints
adopted external priors on H0 and on Ωb from Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis. Additionally, we assume a flat prior on
ρSZ−WL ∈ [−1, 1]. These values are listed in Table 5. We also
use the prior for bWL derived in Section 3.5.
We note that our framework is set up to perform a full
cosmological analysis. The weak lensing observables are the
shear profile (g+ as a function of angular separation from
the cluster center) and N(z), the redshift distribution of the
shear source galaxies. These observables are cosmology inde-
pendent, as are the SZE signal to noise and redshift for each
cluster. However, the likelihood described in equation (11)
includes cosmological dependencies of the cluster distances
and the underlying halo mass function. All this is built in so
that the likelihood can be employed within a full cosmologi-
cal analysis context. For the current work we choose to fix
our cosmological parameters to values obtained from Planck
and leave the full cosmological analysis to separate work
that includes a larger sample of SPT selected clusters and a
subsample that have WL information (Bocquet et al. 2018).
4.3 Results for ζ −M500 scaling relation
Figure 5 shows the fully marginalized and joint parame-
ter posterior distributions from our fit using a recent mass–
concentration relation (Diemer & Kravtsov 2015) and an
uninformative prior on the mass slope BSZ. Parameter priors
are shown as black solid lines. The corresponding mean val-
ues and the shortest 68% credible region for each parameter
are presented in Table 5, along with the priors and literature
values from previous SPT studies.
We find ASZ = 12.0
+2.6
−6.7 when using an informative
prior on the mass slope BSZ. The probability distribution
of lnASZ is close to Gaussian and there is a tail to high
values. The mean is therefore higher than the mode (9.0)
of the distribution. The correlation coefficient ρSZ−WL is
unconstrained by our data. For the remaining parameters we
recover the prior values.
Because our sample spans a broad range in observable
(ξ = 4.5 to ξ = 42.4; and therefore mass), we expect to be
able to constrain the mass slope BSZ. In the next step we
therefore remove the informative prior on BSZ, and recover a
value of BSZ = 1.30
+0.22
−0.44. This value is in agreement with but
somewhat smaller than results from most previous studies
(Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016). Additionally,
the normalization shifts down: ASZ = 10.8
+2.3
−5.2. This small
shift may be caused by a degeneracy between the parameters,
which also explains why the marginalized uncertainties of ASZ
decrease. The total posterior volume increases but rotates
in a way that decreases the marginalized uncertainty on
ASZ at the expense of increased uncertainty on BSZ. The
other parameters and parameter uncertainties are essentially
unchanged in comparison to the run with the BSZ prior.
We expect significantly tighter constraints on both ASZ
and BSZ with the analysis of the full SPT cluster sample with
the DES main survey data. Better knowledge of the redshift
evolution of the SPT mass–observable relation requires com-
bination with deeper (space-based) data (e.g., Schrabback
et al. 2018).
4.4 Comparison to previous results
We now compare our results to SPT mass calibrations in
the literature (see Table 5), simulations and abundance-
matching based masses. Additionally, we compare to the
shear and magnification studies of smaller SPT selected
samples presented in Gruen et al. (2014) and Chiu et al.
(2016), respectively.
On the simulation side, the dark matter-only simulations
of Vanderlinde et al. (2010) (ASZ = 6.01 , BSZ = 1.31)
and the recent hydrodynamical Cosmo-OWLs simulations
(ASZ = 5.38 , BSZ = 1.34; Le Brun et al. 2014) agree with
each other, and are also in agreement with our results given
the larger error bars. The smaller value of BSZ found when
leaving this parameter free is also favoured by Le Brun et al.
(2014).
Our measurement is consistent with the clusters-only
constraints presented in the latest SPT cosmology analyses
(Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016). These studies
employ a joint mass calibration and cosmology analysis using
mass calibration information from velocity dispersions and
X-ray mass proxies. The agreement improves when BSZ is
left free, though the shift in this parameter from the result of
de Haan et al. (2016) used as our prior is a promising target
for further investigation. Bocquet et al. (2015) and previous
SPT studies recovered a slightly larger value of DSZ, which
is anti-correlated with ASZ. We therefore attribute a part
of the shift in ASZ to the use of an updated prior on DSZ.
When including external cosmological priors in a joint mass
calibration and cosmological analysis, the external priors—
especially those from CMB measurements— dominate the
cluster mass scale normalization parameter ASZ (Bocquet
et al. 2015). This can be seen in the clear shifts of ASZ to
values below 4, implying masses that are significantly higher
than those from this analysis.
Our normalization of the mass–ζ relation is also con-
sistent with the recent weak-lensing calibration of the SPT
cluster sample using pointed follow-up observations (Dietrich
et al. 2019). This approach by the SPT team is similar to ours;
it uses the same calibration on N -body simulations and a
more recent version of the scaling relations software employed
with a more sophisticated model for the various sources of
weak-lensing scatter. The data sets and the shear catalog
creation are, however, completely independent. While the
direct weak-lensing mass calibration of the SPT cluster sam-
ple of Dietrich et al. (2019) is more in line with expectations
from simulations, velocity dispersion based mass-calibration,
and self-calibration of the mass–ζ relation, the disagreement
with our result is not significant, as we will discuss below.
In a previous WL shear analysis of five SPT selected
clusters, the WL and SZE based masses were compared (High
et al. 2012). The mass estimates were in good agreement, with
〈MWL/MSZ〉 = 1.07± 0.18. We note that the employed SZE
masses were from an earlier SPT cluster cosmology analysis
(Reichardt et al. 2013), and that they were on average about
35% lower than the masses reported in the analysis of the
full SPT-SZ sample (de Haan et al. 2016).
Gruen et al. (2014) used WL shear to analyse a sample
of SZE-detected clusters, five of which are selected by SPT.
The authors constrain the normalization and slope, ASZ =
6.0+1.9−1.8(7.6
+3.0
−2.6) and BSZ = 1.25
+0.36
−0.28(1.02
+0.62
−0.68 for a single-
halo fit (multi-halo fit, incl. neighbours), when fixing CSZ =
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Table 5. ζ–M500 scaling relation parameter constraints and priors for three previous SPT publications as well as this analysis (DES-SV
WL Shear). Constraints are shown for the four SZE-mass relation parameters and the two WL mass-mass relation. WL results are shown
when adopting the mass-concentration relation from Diemer & Kravtsov (2015). Results are shown with and without a prior on BSZ.
Analysis and Constraints ASZ BSZ CSZ DSZ bWL σWL
Bleem et al. (2015) fixed parameters 4.14 1.44 0.59 0.22 . . . . . .
Bocquet et al. (2015) SPTCL+Yx+σv 4.7
+0.8
−1.2 1.58± 0.12 0.91± 0.35 0.26± 0.10 . . . . . .
+Planck+WP+BAO+SNe 3.2± 0.3 1.49± 0.11 0.49± 0.22 0.26± 0.05 . . . . . .
de Haan et al. (2016) SPTCL+Yx 4.8± 0.9 1.67± 0.08 0.55± 0.32 0.20± 0.07 . . . . . .
+Planck+WP+BAO 3.5± 0.3 1.66± 0.06 0.73± 0.12 0.20± 0.07 . . . . . .
Dietrich et al. (2019) 5.58+0.96−1.46 1.650
+0.097
−0.096 1.27
+0.47
−0.51 0.173
+0.073
−0.052 . . . . . .
DES-SV WL Shear
priors . . . 1.67± 0.08 0.55± 0.32 0.20± 0.07 0.94± 0.18 0.25± 0.12
with BSZ prior 12.0
+2.6
−6.7 1.65
+0.08
−0.09 0.50
+0.31
−0.30 0.20± 0.07 0.94+0.17−0.18 0.24+0.11−0.12
free BSZ 10.8
+2.3
−5.2 1.30
+0.22
−0.44 0.50± 0.32 0.20± 0.07 0.94± 0.18 0.24+0.10−0.12
0.83. These values are in agreement with our work, with CSZ
about 1σ above the prior and the reported value of de Haan
et al. (2016).
Fig. 6 illustrates the difference in mass for a hypothetical
cluster with detection signifance ξ = 6.5 at redshift z = 0.6.
The posterior probabilities for the cluster mass are calculated
by inverting the scaling relation and including the constraints
on ASZ and BSZ. Because this cluster is at the pivot redshift
for our scaling relation, this comparison is insensitive to any
difference in redshift evolution. We neglect the effect of the
intrinsic scatter DSZ in this plot, making no correction for
the Eddington bias. The bias correction would be very similar
for all sets of constraints we present and thus would have
little impact on the relative differences presented here.
Following Bocquet et al. (2015) (their Section 5.2), we
now calculate the significance of the differences between our
baseline measurement and results from previous studies. We
draw samples from the P (M) for our example cluster, and
calculate the distances δ of pairs of sampled points. We
estimate Pδ, and integrate over the part of the distribution
with Pδ < Pδ(0). In the last step we convert this probability
into a significance assuming a normal distribution. Our result
is consistent with Gruen et al. (2014) at the 0.8σ level, as well
as with with previous SPT mass calibrations (Bocquet et al.
2015; de Haan et al. 2016) when only clusters are considered
(1.7σ), and the weak lensing calibration of the SPT cluster
sample (1.4σ, Dietrich et al. 2019). If one considers the results
from Bocquet et al. (2015) including additional primary CMB
constraints from Planck, there is tension at the 2.6σ level.
The use of a larger sample of SPT selected galaxy clusters
with DES data will improve constraints on both ASZ and BSZ.
At the same time, a complimentary analysis using number
count magnification may allow us to further test the stability
of WL based mass estimates and our control of systematics.
For example, a first magnification study of 19 SPT selected
clusters with Megacam data (three clusters overlap with this
work) presented in Chiu et al. (2016) found a ratio of WL
masses to SZE masses of 0.83± 0.24, in statistical agreement
with both earlier SPT work and this analysis.
Interestingly, WL derived mass estimates for SPT se-
lected clusters prefer lower values than those from non-WL
calibrations, although this preference is not statistically sig-
nificant given the currently large uncertainties. Given that
this is true both for magnification and shear studies from
different WL observations, this likely cannot be explained by
unknown systematics alone. Larger sample sizes of ongoing
WL campaigns are needed to further explore this issue.
If a statistically significant tension between cluster
masses calibrated with and without including Planck CMB,
BAO and SNe data persists, it may be a hint for new
physics. Tensions between CMB anisotropy constraints and
constraints from growth-based probes in the context of a
ΛCDM framework can be ameliorated by massive neutrinos
or theories of modified gravity. At the same time, possi-
ble unknown systematics have to be controlled. We note
the disagreement between Planck CMB and cluster cosmol-
ogy constraints, which may be ameliorated by larger cluster
masses (implying a larger bias in their hydrostatic mass es-
timates). Additionally, the recovered mass from WL also
depends on cosmological parameters (especially h and ΩM ).
Because the last effect is relatively weak and smaller than the
typical precision of current and past analyses, we neglected
it in this discussion.
In contrast, a calibration of the optical richness–mass
relation through a stacked weak lensing analysis shows good
agreement between WL and SZE calibration (Saro et al. 2015;
Melchior et al. 2017).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we use shear and photo-z catalogs obtained from
Science Verification data taken prior to the start of DES to
constrain the masses of SPT SZE selected clusters of galaxies.
The DES catalogs span 139 deg2 after masking and cuts and
overlap with 33 SPT selected galaxy clusters above an SPT
SZE significance ξ > 4.5 and redshifts extending to zl = 0.8.
We first use photo-z’s to select the background source
galaxies for our WL study, and then perform a number of
cluster-lensing specific tests to further validate our catalogs.
These include examining the shear profiles for the cross-
component, demonstrating that these profiles are consistent
with the expected null signal. We also probe for contamina-
tion from cluster galaxies, using two independent methods to
show that there is no measurable contamination. We exam-
ine the dependence of the implied surface mass overdensity
as a function of source properties such as redshift and size,
showing good consistency among all subsamples tested. We
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Figure 5. Scaling relation parameter constraints derived from our DES-SV WL analysis. Priors (see Section 4.2) are shown with black
lines, where priors for CSZ and DSZ come from de Haan et al. (2016), and bWL and σWL arise from our analysis of simulations. Parameters
ASZ, BSZ and ρSZ−WL are given broad, uninformative priors and are thus constrained only by WL data. For ASZ we find higher values
than expected, though still consistent with most previous analyses. Our data prefer an approximately self-similar value for BSZ, although
the uncertainties are large. The data provide no evidence for a correlation between the intrinsic scatter in the SZE-mass and WL-mass
scaling relations.
demonstrate good agreement between the two shape catalogs
derived using ngmix and im3shape, though the latter shows
lower source number densities, because it was applied only
to r-band images.
We then use these validated catalogs to carry out a
joint fit of the SZE mass observable relation, which is de-
scribed by four parameters (equation (10)). In this process
we characterize systematic biases and intrinsic scatter in
WL mass estimates by applying our mass profile fitting and
mass estimation to simulated clusters. We incorporate these
systematics and scatter in our analysis by introducing a WL
mass to true mass scaling relation with a free proportionality
constant and log-normal scatter (equation (8)).
Due to relatively shallow data compared to deeper,
pointed WL observations the uncertainties on the masses of
individual clusters are relatively large. The availability of
shear profiles for the sample of 33 clusters above zcl > 0.25,
however, allows one to constrain the ζ −M relation. For
this task we employed an extension of the code developed
previously for the cosmological analysis and mass calibration
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Figure 6. The implications of the best fit SZE mass scaling relation expressed as the posterior distribution in mass M500 of a typical
cluster in the SPT sample (ξ = 6.5, z = 0.6). The width of the posterior distribution reflects the parameter uncertainties reported in
Table 5 and does not include intrinsic scatter or measurement noise on the cluster SZE signature. Shown are comparable constraints for
several different studies as detailed in the text (see also Table 5). The vertical lines correspond to the predictions from simulations in
Vanderlinde et al. (2010, dotted line) and the cosmo-OWLS simulation (Le Brun et al. 2014, dashed line). As can be seen, previous SPT
cosmology analyses recovered higher masses than inferred from the WL calibration in this work. When including external cosmological
parameter priors from CMB anisotropy based analyses (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014), even higher masses are preferred.
of SPT selected galaxy clusters (Bocquet et al. 2015). As
inputs we use the tangential shear profiles and source redshift
distributions, which are direct observables with no cosmolog-
ical dependence. This approach allows us to self-consistently
fit for cosmological and scaling relation parameters.
For convenience, in this initial study we adopt a flat
ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3089 and h=0.6774, as moti-
vated by the latest Planck cosmology analysis (Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2016a). We present parameter constraints
on the ζ −M relation normalization and mass slope. Given
the large statistical uncertainties in our shear profiles, we do
not expect that marginalizing over the allowed cosmological
parameter space consistent with the joint Planck and exter-
nal dataset analysis would have a significant impact on the
scaling relation parameter constraints we derive.
Comparison to earlier SZE mass calibration and cos-
mology analyses (Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016;
Dietrich et al. 2019) shows that our recovered masses are
lower by ≈ 40%, but still consistent given the large error bars
(see Figure 6). ASZ is insignificantly higher when adopting a
prior on the mass slope BSZ from the cosmological analysis
of de Haan et al. (2016). When left free, the recovered mass
slope is shallower than the posterior from de Haan et al.
(2016), preferring values closer to the self-similar expecta-
tions for the ζ −M relation; given the large uncertainties,
the two different slopes are consistent at the 1.2σ level.
Our results are in mild tension (at the 2.6σ level) with the
higher cluster masses preferred by primary CMB constraints
from Planck (Bocquet et al. 2015).
The analysis presented in this work has been blinded
by multiplying the overall shear by an unknown factor to
avoid observer biases. As mentioned before, however, in the
process of internal collaboration review some additional tests
were requested and have been carried out after unblinding.
This work differs in a number of aspects from the first
study of cluster WL using SV data (Melchior et al. 2015).
That analyses focused on four very massive clusters in a
narrow redshift range (≈ 0.3–0.4) and used a ∆Σ profile as
the only ingredient for fitting cluster masses. They used a
different photo-z code, which gave only point estimates, an
older implementation of im3shape was run on the coadd
images and Gaussian errors were adopted. It also differs from
a stacked cluster lensing analysis as presented in Melchior
et al. (2017), because it uses individual shear profiles and a
different treatment of systematics.
The main five-year DES survey will provide full coverage
of the SPT footprint at depths somewhat deeper than the
data we have used from the SV area. There are 433 confirmed
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SPT clusters below our redshift limit of zcl < 0.8, that have
been imaged by the full survey. A simple scaling with the
number of lenses suggests fractional errors of 11.4% and
8.7% on ASZ and BSZ when constraining both parameters
simultaneously. To make use of the improved statistical power,
further improvement on controlling systematics (see Table 4)
is crucial. This will also impact cluster cosmology which
at the moment is limited by our knowledge of the cluster
mass scale. To this end, we are proceeding with this broader
analysis using the mass calibration method developed for
and presented in this paper.
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APPENDIX A: SHEAR PROFILE TESTS
Both shear catalogs we employ have been subjected to an extensive
set of tests described in Jarvis et al. (2016), although as mentioned
already in Section 2.2, we have adopted relaxed selection criteria
that approximately double the surface density of source galaxies.
These tests include PSF modelling, ρ statistics (Rowe 2010) and
other tests in the context of various weak lensing applications like
galaxy-galaxy lensing and cosmic shear. To further validate our
shear catalogs within the context of cluster lensing and to justify
our inclusion of fainter and smaller objects, we perform a series
of additional tests. For better statistics we stack our full cluster
sample in physical units. Because several of these tests involve
dividing our sources in a redshift-dependent way, the tangential
shear signal generally differs between different subsamples due to
different values of β. In those cases we therefore use the (source
redshift independent) surface density contrast ∆Σ defined by
∆Σ = g+ × Σcrit (A1)
instead of g+ for our profile tests.
In the following subsections we describe results of the fol-
lowing tests: (1) cross-shear signal, (2) dependence on source
signal-to-noise, redshift and size, (3) consistency of the two shear
catalogs and (4) stability of β distribution to choice of redshift
code.
A1 Cross shear signal
Figure A1 contains a plot of several stacked tangential and the
cross shear profiles, where results for ngmix are on the left and
im3shape are on the right. Stacked tangential shear profiles are
shown for the full and background (zs < zcl − 0.1) subsample
within 12 linear bins between radii of 0 and 3 Mpc. For each
profile we calculate χ2 for the null hypothesis of zero shear in
the stacked profiles. We clearly detect the tangential shear signal
for the background sample, obtaining a χ2 = 167.59 (73.34) for
ngmix (im3shape). The cross shear has a χ2 = 7.43 (14.17) for
ngmix (im3shape) with the same binning, which indicates that the
data are consistent with the null hypothesis. These measurements
confirm the validity of our photo-z catalog and that the physical
origin of the shear signal is indeed our lens sample.
A2 Dependence on source properties
Following Melchior et al. (2015) we investigate the dependence
of our shear signal on characteristics of the background source
population. Figure A2 is a plot of the shear profiles (in angular
radius from the cluster center) from source samples subdivided by
signal-to-noise (top), redshift (center) and size (bottom). ngmix
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Figure A1. Tangential shear signal for the full cluster stack as
a function of angular cluster-centric distance. The shear signal
for all source galaxies, and the background galaxies appear in
grey and black, respectively, while the cross-shear is in red. The
cross-shear is consistent with zero, as expected. The error bars
are the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix computed as
in eq. (3).
catalogs are on the left, and im3shape on the right. To construct
the profiles, we divide the source sample for each cluster into
three equally populated bins for each quantity of interest. We take
this approach so that each lens contributes the same weight to
each of the three source subsamples. Furthermore, this approach
allows us to examine the impact of the widened selection criteria
applied to the shear catalogs (see Sect. 2.2). Our selection criteria
approximately double the number of sources by including smaller
galaxies and galaxies with lower SNR. Consequently, our smallest
size and lowest SNR bin contain only sources excluded in the
standard cuts; the largest size and highest SNR bins contain only
those galaxies included in the standard cuts, and the middle bins
are approximately equally populated by both kinds of sources.
Any bias caused by the additional sources should then manifest
itself as a trend from small/low bins to large/high bins.
The need to adopt cluster dependent subdivisions of the
background sample is most easily understood in the case of source
subsamples divided by redshift, where clearly the redshift bound-
aries must shift with the lens redshift. We note that all three
investigated quantities are correlated, with high-z sources typi-
cally being smaller and at lower signal-to-noise.
The visual impression within all panels of Figure A2 is that all
subsamples are in good agreement. To quantify this, we fit masses
using the shear profiles of each subsample and then compare the
consistency of the mass estimates. For this comparison we fit
NFW models to the stacked ∆Σ profiles. We fit M200,c using the
MCMC sampler emcee5 for Python (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013)
and adopt a flat prior on mass and a log-normal prior on c with
σln c = 0.18. We explicitly allow for negative masses and use the
absolute value of the mass in the mass-concentration relation.
We find excellent agreement within the uncertainties for the
source redshift and SNR subsamples. The only subsample dis-
agreeing with the stacked signal by more than 1σ is the im3shape
large RGPP_RP bin at 1.7σ. Even this subsample, however, agrees
at better than 1σ with the small RGPP_RP subsample. Furthermore,
there is no consistent trend in mass from small to large size. We
thus conclude that there are no statistically significant trends in
inferred cluster mass with object redshift, SNR, and size, and
5 http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/
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Figure A2. Dependence of measured shear signal on source prop-
erties in a stack of 28 z < 0.8 clusters for ngmix and 37 for
im3shape. Each row corresponds to a split in one of the following
source properties: signal-to-noise, redshift and size. We split into
equally populated bins for each cluster (instead of a fixed bound-
ary for all) to ensure that every source sample sees the same lens
sample. Except for the case of the large size sources, there is no
significant trend of the signal with the tested source quantities.
The error bars are the standard variation of the shear in each
radial bin computed via eq. (3).
specifically that the inclusion of additional objects with low SNR
and small size does not lead to a detectable bias in cluster mass.
A3 Consistency between shear catalogs
Because there are two independent shear catalogs available for DES
SV, a comparison between the tangential shear profile between
those two is a valuable cross-check. We perform this test for the
stacked subset of our lens sample that has shape catalogs from
both pipelines, and only keep common sources after matching
both catalogs.
Figure A3 contains the stacked shear profiles of 28 clusters
in the SPT-E field that are covered by both ngmix and im3shape
catalogs, using the same photometric redshifts. For this plot we
match both shape catalogs and only keep common sources that
survive all quality cuts. Additionally, we use the same weights for
each galaxy in both catalogs. In contrast to the previously listed
tests, this procedure allows us to separate out possible redshift
estimation problems and focus directly on the shear measurement.
For further discussion of comparison of the ngmix and im3shape
shear catalogs, we refer the reader to Jarvis et al. (2016).
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Figure A3. Comparison of the stacked shear signal using
im3shape as a second independent pipeline for clusters with ng-
mix coverage. This stack contains 28 clusters from the SPT-E
region, and sources are selected as present in both catalogs after
all quality cuts. The vertical dashed lines indicate the boundaries
of the radial fitting range used for the main analysis. The error
bars are the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix computed
as in eq. (3).
The cuts employed in this work are less strict than those for
analyses that use the full SPT-E footprint. To test the dependence
of our result on the details of our cut, we compare stacked tan-
gential shear profiles for ngmix using both our standard cuts and
the most conservative cuts in Jarvis et al. (2016). The profiles
are fully consistent in both cases, although the signal-to-noise is
degraded with the stricter cuts due to lower number density of
source galaxies. Therefore, we believe that no additional bias in
incurred by the relaxed selection criteria. We adopt a Gaussian
prior on the multiplicative bias with a standard deviation of 15%,
based on extrapolating the behavior of m found in Jarvis et al.
(2016) to the expanded selection.
A4 Stability of β-estimation
We calculate β values from source redshift distributions N(z)
for each cluster assuming our standard cosmology (flat ΛCDM,
Ωm = 0.3089) for all four different photo-z codes available within
DES. Figure A4 shows the results for our tests. Overall all methods
show reasonable agreement. Larger discrepancies exist between
the template fitting code bpz and the three training-set based
methods. The mean of the β differences is 6.5% when comparing
skynet and bpz. We consider this as an estimate of the systematic
uncertainties when estimating the lensing efficiencies of the SPT
clusters in DES SV data. This uncertainty in β translates into a
systematic mass uncertainty of 9.6%, which is what we use as the
standard deviation of a Gaussian prior.
To estimate the influence of imperfect knowledge of the lens
redshifts, we resample Dlβ 100 times for each cluster from a
Gaussian distribution with width equal to the redshift error of our
photometric lens sample. We find a mean ratio of 1.010± 0.015
relative to taking the centre of the redshift distribution for our
full sample. Because this is consistent with unity and negligible
compared to the other sources of systematic uncertainty listed in
Table 4, we can safely ignore uncertainties in the lens redshifts.
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Figure A4. Estimated lensing efficiency β for our background
source population for each cluster when employing different red-
shift codes. The different values are plotted against the cluster
redshift zcl. The three training-set based methods (annz2, tpz,
and skynet show the best agreement while the template based bpz
code disagrees most strongly with the fiducial skynet algorithm.
APPENDIX B: PRIORS ON WEAK LENSING
MASS BIAS AND SCATTER
To obtain the priors on the weak lensing mass bias bWL and scatter
σWL (equation 8), we create an ensemble of simulated observations
that match the observational properties of a random subset of
cluster fields and then apply the same measurement technique as
we do to the real data. In general, we are aiming to reconstruct
the probability distribution P (Mmeas|Mtrue), which can then be
included in forward modelling of the cluster sample. However, we
simplify the relation as stated above to one log-normal distribution
that is the same for all observed cluster fields. Any residuals from
such an oversimplification are still insignificant compared to the
obtainable statistical precision of our dataset.
To build our simulated observations for one observed clus-
ter field, we start with the N-body simulations from Becker
& Kravtsov (2011), with parameters Ωm = 0.27, Ωb = 0.044,
σ8 = 0.79, spectral index n = 0.95 and a Hubble constant of
h = 0.7 in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1. We cut out 400h−1Mpc
long boxes centered on the most massive 788 halos with M500,c >
1.5 × 1014h−1M from the z = 0.5 snapshot. Particles are pro-
jected to form 2D mass maps that are then used to create shear
maps via Fast Fourier transform. The observed 〈β〉 from a cluster
observation is used to scale the shear and kappa maps appropri-
ately. Random Gaussian noise is added to the shear map to match
the observed shape noise in the observations. Because in our real
observations we fit a 1-D profile, we select an ”observed” cluster
center for each simulation map. We assume that the displacement
between the true projected center of the simulated cluster and
the ”observed” center is randomly oriented with respect to the
underlying structure, a not unreasonable assumption given the
noise sources of SPT observations and the statistical power of this
sample. Center offsets are randomly chosen following the form
specified by Song et al. (2012), a Gaussian distribution with a
width dependent on the SPT beam size and the core radius of
the matched filter used to detect the observed cluster. The simu-
lated 1-D profiles are then fit with an NFW model as in the data
analysis.
We assume that P (Mmeas|Mtrue) follows a log-normal distri-
bution where ln bWL is the mean of the distribution and σWL is
its width. For the set of simulated fields, we find the maximum a
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posteriori location for the probability distribution
P (bWL, σWL|mocks) ∝∏
i
∫
P (bWL, σWL|Mmeas)P (Mmeas|mocki)dMmeas. (B1)
Uninformative priors are used for the parameters of interest. Simu-
lated observations are also created and analyzed using the z = 0.25
snapshot from Becker & Kravtsov (2011) as well as the Millennium-
XXL simulations (Angulo et al. 2012). No significant trends are
seen between snapshots or simulations. We also do not see any
significant trend with the observational properties of each observed
field, including the amount of shape noise or different filter core
size. Our final bias number is then the average of bWL across the
random subset of cluster fields targeted for mock up.
We measure bWL = 0.936 ± 0.04 and σWL = 0.25 ± 0.12
when employing the M–c relation of Diemer & Kravtsov (2015).
In practice we add the systematic uncertainty of the weak-lensing
mass to true mass relation to all other sources systematic errors
(see Table 4) in quadrature and use a Gaussian prior bWL =
0.936± 0.185 in our scaling relation analysis.
We can estimate the sensitivity of our analysis to the un-
certainty in published mass–concentration relations by carrying
out the NFW fit bias analysis for different fixed concentrations.
We find that the average mass bias at concentrations c = 5 and
c = 3 is bWL = 0.978 and bWL = 0.907, respectively, implying
dbWL/dc|c=4 = −0.0355. Using Gaussian error propagation on
eq. (8) we obtain(
σM
Mtrue
)2
=
1
b2WL
(
dbWL
dc
)2
σ2c . (B2)
Because we calibrated the bias resulting from an NFW fit using
the M–c relation of Diemer & Kravtsov (2015), the systematic
uncertainty is not given by how well this relation describes the
actual cluster sample, but by how faithfully the simulated clusters
represent true clusters in the Universe. The simulations used in the
previous section are Dark Matter only for a cosmology consistent
with WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011) and thus the question is
how much would the concentrations for clusters of the mass and
redshift in our sample be impacted by baryonic effects and the
change of cosmological parameters to ones consistent with Planck.
Duffy et al. (2010) constrain baryonic effects to an upper limit
of 10 per cent, with baryons decreasing the concentration value.
Klypin et al. (2016) show that concentrations are ∼ 10 per cent
larger in Planck cosmologies than in the WMAP cosmology as-
sumed in our calibration of the weak lensing bias bWL. One could
thus expect these effects to cancel but we conservatively assume
an uncertainty of 10 per cent on the concentration. Evaluating
eq. (B2) we set σc|c=4 = 0.4 and obtain a mass uncertainty due
to the mass–concentation relation of 1.5%. This turns out to be so
much smaller than our other systematic uncertainties (cf. Table 4)
that we can safely ignore it.
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